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CHAPTER 6  

Privacy Design in the U-ATM 

6.1 Case Scenario 

Imagine a scenario in which a user would like to shop in the ambient environment. 
If the user has multiple roles in the real-world, such as “Teacher”, “Parent” and “VIP 
member of the shopping mall.” Some current e-services will provide the user with 
multiple identities for his/her different roles. Others will provide him/her a unique 
identity but attach various role attributes to the single identity. Privacy related problems 
exist in most current e-commerce service scenarios and should be tailored to the 
characteristics of ambient e-service. 

Most people would be uncomfortable at the thought of their personal information 
being widely accessible. However, the centralized architecture for current identity 
design often enables public access to personal information. Most of the users prefer to 
interact anonymously rather than disclose their personal role identities and be tracked or 
logged. Unless sufficient incentives are provided to the user, most users prefer to hide 
their detailed role information, especially in unfamiliar environment. In uncertain 
situations, even though the user may have various identities, an untraceable identity 
without any linkages to real personal attributes is preferred.  

Second, some may recommend using an alias or pseudonym to replace personal 
identity-related information such as name or government identification numbers to keep 
online identity and real identity separate. However, if the alias or pseudonyms are 
permanent, the situation remains. It is still possible to recognize the true identity and 
comprehend detailed information by long-term trace of the specific nickname. 
Permanent linkable identities carry the potential for security leaks of the user’s personal 
information. For example, in May 2006, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) lost 
over 26 million veteran’s personal information, which includes names, social security 
numbers, disability ratings and dates of birth of veterans. It is necessary to develop an 
untraceable identity design that contributes to unlinkability and is tolerant of the 
limitations of ambient e-service. 

Third, using multiple identities for different roles lead to concerns about cheap 
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pseudonyms (Friedman and Resnick, 2001), since users can obtain new identities at a 
low cost. Due to the availability of cheap pseudonyms, incentive schemes that are based 
on reward and punishment are vulnerable to whitewashing attacks, where users 
continuously discard their old identity and acquire a new one to escape the 
consequences of unacceptable behavior. Counterfeit of excellent reputations based on a 
malicious user’s fake transaction may encourage others to carry out transactions or 
disclose sensitive personal information. Without an appropriate mechanism for cheap 
pseudonym management, trust estimation and the reliability of reputation data will be 
impacted. 

Fourth, in current reputation systems used on eBay or Yahoo! Auction, detailed 
personal transaction histories are disclosed to public access in ways that may injure user 
privacy. For example, if John bought two movie tickets on eBay, the transaction logs are 
open to public access. Everyone knows that John will probably go to that movie with 
another person on the date of the tickets, just from looking at the transaction data. 
Moreover, John bought sexy underwear, those transaction logs remain publicly available. 
A public reputation design that links detailed transaction histories with reputation data 
may reveal personal information that users would rather not reveal.  

In order to avoid fraud, it is essential to know someone’s reputation before making 
a transaction decision. However, for privacy protection, detailed transaction logs should 
not be directly linked to reputation data. Current reputation design creates opportunities 
for users to pry into the private lives of other users. 

Finally, the characteristics of ambient e-service environment are dissimilar to the 
current e-service environment. Computational capability and storage capacity are 
limited for mobile devices. Furthermore, the network composition for ad hoc networks 
is different from fixed Internet architecture. Some protection mechanisms for user 
privacy exist in current e-service environments. However, they are not suited to the 
characteristics and limitations of the ambient e-service environment. Design solution, in 
other words, should satisfy not only privacy protection requirements, but also conform 
to the nature of ambient e-service. 

6.2 Issues 

Ambient e-services present three challenges in privacy protection: 

A. Unlinkability: identities of participants in the ambient e-service environment must 
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be untraceable. 

 Make sure user identities are not linkable to real personal identities. 

 Ensuring all users within the e-service environment are unable to recognize 
each other’s true identity via their involved transaction histories.  

B. Modifying the reputation design: avoid disclosing detailed interaction behaviors  
of users. 

 Using non-public reputation design with disclosure option for current public 
reputation design. 

 Hiding sensitive data for all participants in the uncertain environment 

 Only those who have transacted with a given peer can obtain particular 
transaction histories related to that peer, while others are prohibited from 
knowing historical behavior records.  

 Increasing the safety protection of the reputation system design that allows 
confidential estimations.  

C. Initiate a privacy awareness trust infrastructure that suits the nature of the ambient 
e-service environment. 

 Creating a fair reputation evaluation mechanism that strongly values user 
privacy. 

 Toleration of the limitations of ambient e-service while enabling users to feel 
free to participate. 

6.3 The U-ATM Design 

We integrate three methods at three different levels for privacy enhancement in the 
U-ATM design for ambient e-service environment. For preventing user identities and 
activities from being tracked for long-term study, we adopt two methods, the 
“Anonymizer” and “Unlinkability”. The two methods are highly dependent on each 
other. Further, to prevent user interaction behaviors from being accessible from the 
public reputation system, we use a confidential reputation design that rests on the blind 
signed reputation evaluation method. The three methods are briefly described as 
follows: 
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Unlinkability: The concept of unlinkability substitutes the permanent identity with 
random transformed short-lived identity, an Interaction Pseudonym, during the 
interaction process. Data malicious users can obtain from tracking nearby users is thus 
fragmented. Since the Interaction Pseudonym changes rapidly and at random, such 
fragmented data are simply irrelevant. For a situation of dynamic participant 
composition with localized identities, it is quite difficult for malicious users to trace 
interaction behaviors under this design concept. 

Anonymizer: In order to assure that identities remain untraceable despite long-term 
tracing, the Unlinkability method is reinforced by applying the Anonymizer. The 
Anonymizer raises the composition complexity of Interaction Pseudonyms under a 
reasonable commutation loading. The reliable combination of Unlinkability and 
Anonymizer ensures that tracing the interaction pseudonyms back to their real personal 
identities is infeasible for communications within the ambient e-service environment. 

Confidential reputation design: The confidential reputation design is intended to 
modify the current public reputation system design by separating detailed transaction 
histories from the reputation score. This prevents biased reputation estimation from 
positively or negatively biased users. The confidential reputation design rests on a 
blind-signed scheme that keeps the evaluation target from becoming aware of the 
referee’s identity. We expect that users will respond to the faithful opinions they 
perceive from transaction interactions within the ambient e-service. 

6.3.1 Unlinkability 

A simple way to achieve unlinkability is pseudonymity, which replaces a user’s 
true identities with a pseudonym used in user interactions. An ISO99 definition of 
pseudonymity is: “[Pseudonymity] ensures that a user may use a resource or service 
without disclosing its user identity, but can still be accountable for that use. [...] 
Pseudonymity requires that a set of users and/or subjects are unable to determine the 
identity of a user bound to a subject or operation, but that this user is still accountable 
for its actions.” (ISO/IEC 15408-2, 1999) 

Theoretical speaking, anonymity can be accomplished by pseudonymity. However, 
some pseudonym designs are not capable of delinking the pseudonym from the real 
personal identity. Pseudonym designs can be presented in two ways: a “public 
pseudonym design” that is a well known pseudonym such as registered open phone 
number, or a “non-public pseudonym design” consisting of non-public data such as 
DNA, or a bank account number, or a government ID number. The difference between 
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the two designs is the feasibility of connecting the pseudonyms to their personal 
identities, which is the ability to trace back. Considering that interaction behaviors 
records may be acquired by others, whether the pseudonyms are recorded affects the 
linkability and security level of the pseudonyms. 

In U-ATM privacy design, using the pseudonym for ambient e-service interactions 
is designed to accomplish the following four goals:  

1. Exclude a unique personal pseudonym for interactions to protect users from 
possible tracking and profiling. 

2. Use multiple interaction pseudonyms to enhance the complexity of identity 
tracing. 

3. Abstract the design of role/relationship pseudonyms for service version 
selection and delivery. (i.e. Versioning the services by specific types for 
performance consideration) 

4. Use a transaction pseudonym to ensure safety for a one time payment. 

Compromising with the natural limitations of the ambient e-service environment, 
we may use the time stamp to control the pseudonym’s lifespan. Given the storage 
capacity limitations of mobile devices, using a time stamp to limit the total number of 
storage records may reduce the storage loading of the mobile device. In addition, time 
stamps may be used in the Anomymizer module as a mixed factor for identity creation, 
to enhance the security level. However, time stamps may prevent replay attacks, but 
require synchronized clocks.  

In addition to the type difference between public pseudonyms and non-public 
pseudonym, the meaning of pseudonym representation is different as well. Some 
pseudonyms link to a user's personal information directly, and merely represent user ID. 
That is known as a “personal pseudonym.” Like DNA or a social security ID number, 
this kind of pseudonym can be traced back to a personal identity. Although it is the most 
explicit pseudonym, it is also the most dangerous. As long as other users have an 
opportunity to access the recorded data, personal information can be recognized through 
the personal pseudonym. During the process of communication and transaction, it is 
rational and appropriate not to use the personal pseudonym for safety and privacy 
concerns. What is needed are pseudonym designs that are not connected to their owner 
or directly representative of their real personal identity. A pseudonym designed for 
interaction in the ambient e-service environment is termed the “Interaction 
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Pseudonym”. 

 
Figure 6-1. A multiple layered pseudonym design for privacy protection 

The diagram in Figure 6-1 shows a proposal for a multiple layered pseudonym 
design that excludes personal pseudonyms and transforms identities into multiple 
unlinkable interaction pseudonyms through the Anonymizer module. The Active 
Pseudonym represents a pseudonym that entails that the original identity must be 
responsible for some of the switching cost. Whenever a user enters the ambient 
e-service environment, a short-lived interaction pseudonym is created which inherits the 
summarized reputation and assigned role attributes. Because of the time stamp, the 
interaction pseudonym is localized and temporary valid within the service environment. 
Once its user exists the service environment, the interaction pseudonym expires. Even 
when using the same device, a different interaction pseudonym is assigned to the user 
when they return to the service environment. The interaction pseudonyms are separated 
from one another without any linkage to their previous interaction pseudonyms or their 
personal identities. However, due to the inheritance process, their past behaviors can be 
ranked by a simplified reputation which prevents the defects of cheap pseudonyms such 
as whitewashing. For each transaction, a provisional transaction pseudonym is assigned 
to handle the payment to ensure that each interactive step is unlinkable. Multiple 
interaction pseudonyms combined with a transaction pseudonym for payment processes 
make unlinkability feasible and particularly appropriate for the characteristics of an 
ambient e-service environment. 
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 Alternative design concepts 

A gradational pseudonym structure is proposed by Pfitzmann and Hansen (2004). 
They define the differences between five pseudonym types and classify them into four 
categories. Their design utilizes the classes of pseudonyms for increasing available 
anonymity and realizing unlinkable transactions. However, their design assumptions are 
grounded in the concept of centralized identity management and rely on permanent 
identity assumption. Unfortunately, the characteristics of the ambient e-service 
environment are entirely contrary to their assumptions. That is the reason why their 
original design cannot be applied to the ambient e-service environment. The method of 
U-ATM privacy design for unlinkability originates from their standpoint, which utilizes 
the gradation of pseudonyms to diminish possible connectivity to personal information. 
But we concentrate on improving the general design concepts that are tailored to an 
ambient e-service’s natural characteristics and limitations. 

 Significance & Contribution 

Considering the nature of ambient e-service environment, our U-ATM privacy 
design has four significant improvement directions and contributions. 

1. Deliberation of short-lived pseudonyms: as addressed in (Resnick, Zeckhauser, 
Friedman, & Kuwabara, 2000)[4], reputation systems generally take on three 
properties: (1) entities are long-lived; (2) feedback about current interactions is 
captured and distributed; (3) past feedback guides buyer decisions. Consequently, a 
conceptual long-lived identity for ambient e-service is indispensable. The U-ATM 
privacy design revises existing long term identity design concepts and ensures the 
unlinkability of identities. 

2. Distributed data process consideration: Each interaction record within the 
ambient e-service environment relies on the computational loading and data 
storage in the mobile device instead of the centralized server database. 

3. Lightweight consideration: We modify the original pseudonym design. If we 
continue using a centralized gradational pseudonym design, the quantity of 
interaction data will expand at a geometric rate. A mobile device has only limited 
storage capacity and cannot store rapidly increasing amounts of information. Our 
design method abstracts the conceptual idea of role pseudonym and relationship 
pseudonym and integrates them into Profile management module. Role 
information and relationship information are integrated into a user’s profile data. 
The value of lightweight computation is emphasized. Our design reduces 
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expansion, rendering it adequate for ambient e-service while retaining the core 
concepts of the original design. Moreover, a time stamp design is used to omit 
expired historical interaction data, which will improve the strength of the 
interaction pseudonym’s unlinkability. 

4. Convenient requirement: Under the versioning scheme, irrelevant service 
information is filtered out. Only highly correlated services are delivered to the 
requester. The versioning design reduces communication costs and system loading 
while improving service efficiency. 

In addition to the above-mentioned contributions, we have also improved the 
process for establishing a user’s identity for the e-service operation. In our study, when 
the user has entered the service environment and triggers an interaction procedure, an 
Interaction Pseudonym will be generated automatically. Interaction Pseudonyms are 
cheap pseudonyms assigned to users freely or at a low cost.  

In the present internet environment, many interactive service systems are based on 
the cheap pseudonym design. However, cheap pseudonym design has some potential 
problems. We add a non-cheap pseudonym layer to refine the original design, adding 
switching costs that the original identity must take on. The added non-cheap pseudonym 
layer increases the protection of user privacy. We regard the interaction pseudonyms as 
the actual identities within the ambient e-service, instead of the non-cheap pseudonyms. 
Even though these multiple interaction pseudonyms are derived from the non-cheap 
pseudonym, the two layer’s identities are totally unlinkable. A one-way hash function is 
used to prohibit the interaction pseudonym from linking to the non-cheap pseudonym. 
Table 6-1 illustrates the algorithm for interaction pseudonym generation 

In order to resolve privacy issues and reduce the possibility of tracking, we use 
multiple short-lived interaction pseudonyms for interactions within the ambient 
e-service environment. Interaction pseudonyms are separated from one another without 
linkage to their previous interaction pseudonyms or their personal identity. However, 
due to the design of the reputation inheritance process, previous behaviors of the user 
can be retained as a summary reputation so as to prevent the defects of cheap 
pseudonyms discussed earlier. This resolves privacy issues and increase user 
willingness to participate. 
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Table 6-1. Algorithm: Generation of an Interaction Pseudonym based on the Active 
Pseudonym 

Algorithm: Generation of an Iinteraction Ppseudonym based on the Active 
Pseudonym 
Input: 
AP: active pseudonym string 
T: time stamp 
H: one-way hash function 
Output:  
IP: encrypted interaction pseudonym with reputation evaluation token and attribute 
data 
Begin 
1. Get selected active pseudonym string (AP) 
2. Form an Pseudonym Message(PM) by mix AP with time stamp(T) 
3. H(PM)  IP : Hash the Pseudonym Message to an Encrypted Pseudonym(IP)  
4. AP Authorize the Blind Evaluation Token to IP 
5. Assign attributes and preference data to IP 
6. return IP{ } 
end 

Before any interactions can be executed, peers require an identity for the service 
environment. We use the Interaction Pseudonym as an agent identity for the user. It 
should be noted that a user may possess several different agents for various e-services. 
An agent’s identity is produced according to the service. A user can activate an agent 
identity or discard a specific identity based on their needs. Even if the user has many 
agent identities, all identities still share the same global reputation data. When an 
identity is created, it inherits the concurrent reputation from user’s global reputation 
data. The reputation data for each identity does not exist separately. No matter how 
many identities belong to the user, he can keep only one global reputation. The diagram 
(Fig. 6-2) represents the general design concepts and the relationships of three kinds of 
pseudonyms. Only the Interaction Pseudonyms appear in the interaction environment. 
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Figure 6-2. Multiple layers of pseudonyms for privacy protection 

Considering the natural limitations of ambient e-service environment, our privacy 
awareness design has several significant improvements and contributions. In our study, 
when a user enters the service environment, an Interaction Pseudonym will be generated 
automatically once the interaction procedure has been triggered. These Interaction 
Pseudonyms are cheap pseudonyms so that the user can acquire new identities freely at 
a low cost. In the present Internet environment, many interactive service systems are 
based on the cheap pseudonym design. However, cheap pseudonym design has a few 
potential problems. Therefore, we add a non-cheap pseudonym layer so as to enhance 
the identity design by associating a switching cost with the identity. This design should 
encourage the user to maintain a good reputation and also ensures the protection of the 
user’s privacy. 

6.3.2 Anonymizer 

All interactions within the ambient e-service environment use “Interaction 
Pseudonyms” instead of a real identity or personal pseudonyms. The main function of 
Anonymizer is to generate diverse occasional interaction pseudonyms based on their 
given attributes for various kinds of e-service. Those interaction pseudonyms are valid 
for a short period, and are localized to the corresponding e-service they acquired. Since 
those randomized interaction pseudonyms are not linked to their real personal identity 
and are just valid for a limited range, others are not able to trace them back to their real 
owner or analyze their previous interactions through the interaction pseudonym. 
Interaction pseudonyms are generated by the Anonymizer and inherit their attribute 
parameters via Profile Management module. The versioning scheme is also employed to 
reduce irrelevance and improve the efficiency and the quality of interactions. 
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The Anonymizer module creates a short-lived interaction pseudonym that inherits a 
summary reputation and is assigned the role attributes. Using the time stamp of an 
interaction pseudonym, the interaction pseudonym is localized and temporarily valid 
within the service environment. Once the user leaves the service environment, the 
interaction pseudonym then expires, and a new one is assigned if the user returned to 
the same environment. 

The interaction pseudonyms are separate from one another and not linked to 
previous interaction pseudonyms or personal identities. However, due to the inheritance 
process, the performance of the past behaviors of the user can be retained in the form of 
a summary reputation so as to prevent the defects of cheap pseudonyms. 

In order to generate the untraceable interaction pseudonym, simple methods may 
be used to isolate the interaction pseudonym and the active pseudonym, such as a 
one-way hash function. This is the primary method of making the interaction 
pseudonym untraceable to the active pseudonym in the ad-hoc P2P environment, as 
more complex mechanisms or algorithms may increase the computational load. A 
one-way hash function is an algorithm that turns messages or text into a fixed string of 
digits, usually for security or data management purposes. The "one way" means that it is 
nearly impossible to derive the original text from the string. It is also hard to find two 
strings that would produce the same hash value. Even if someone wants to trace a 
certain person, the only identity that can be recognized is the interaction pseudonym, 
which is merely an unlinkable short-lived identity and irrelevant to the personal identity.  

Table 6-2. Definition of One-Way Hash Function 

One-Way Hash Functions 
Definition:  
A one-way hash function maps an arbitrary-length input message M to a fixed-length 
output hash H(M) such that the following properties hold:  
1. One-way: Given a hash H(M), it is difficult to find the message M. 

(i.e.) If y=h(x) is given, it is computationally infeasible to compute x 
2. Second preimage resistant: Given a message M1, it is difficult to find another 

message M2 such that H (M1) = H (M2).  
3. Collision resistant: It is difficult to find two messages M1 and M2 such that H 

(M1) = H (M2). 
(i.e.) it is computationally infeasible to find a pair (x, x’), x≠x’ satisfying 
h(x)=h(x’) 
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The definition of a One-way Hash Function is shown in Table 6-3. Many hash 
algorithms have been constructed, including MD2, MD4, MD5 and SHA. MD2 (Kaliski, 
1992) is one of the MD-family of hash functions originally proposed by RSA Data 
Security Inc. The algorithm generates a 16-byte message digest for an arbitrary length 
input message. MD4 (Rivest, 1992a) is another MD-family hash function that uses a 
simple structure on 32-bit machines, and is considered to be a fast hashing algorithm. 
The resulting message digest length is 128 bits. MD5 (Rivest, 1992b) is the 
strengthened version of MD4, one of the most promising hash functions. SHA (NIST, 
1993) is another strengthened version of MD4, where, for instance, the digest length is 
increased from 128 bits to 160bits and the number of steps per round is increased from 
16 steps to 20 steps. These changes make SHA slower than both MD4 and MD5. SHA is 
generally considered more secure than MD4 and MD5 due to its longer hash value.  

When selecting a suitable hash function, traditional consideration focuses largely 
on the security demand. Since identities in the ambient e-service are short-lived and 
localized, what is needed is a balance between safety and efficiency in selecting a 
suitable hash function. By contrast to traditional concerns, ambient e-service intensifies 
the needs of efficiency and lightweight computation loadings when a reasonable safety 
protection is provided. While a choice between a 128 bit length and a 160 bit length for 
output messages is possible in several extant hash functions, 128 bits is quite enough for 
an ambient e-service environment. For performance consideration, the user may 
determine the computational complexity of the Anonymizer based on their needs. For 
basic communication purposes, any lightweight alternative choice that makes the 
identity untraceable will be acceptable.  

Figure 6-3 illustrates the interactions of Anonymizer components. In order to 
generate the interaction pseudonym, input messages are made available for composing 
the one-way hash message (M). The active pseudonym (non-cheap pseudonym), 
perhaps the MAC address or serial number of the mobile device, is used as the major 
message source. Not only does it combine the non-cheap pseudonym and time stamp as 
the message M when the user is going to generate an identity, it also permits the user to 
choose the complexity of the hash function as needed (the higher the complexity, the 
heavier the system loading). When considering limited computational resources, a 
lightweight computation is preferable, especially a dynamic ambient e-service 
environment.  
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Figure 6-3. Anonymizer components interaction diagram 

A one-way hash function will map the input message M to a fixed-length output 
hash H (M). Since it is hard to trace back the original message M, the fixed-length H (M) 
is used as the interaction pseudonym for further interactions. After the interaction 
pseudonym is generated, users may assign preference information, such as role 
characterization, to the interaction pseudonym to facilitate the future intensive 
interactions with the surrounding peers. 

It may be argued that the Active pseudonym may be already registered in the 
Internet Service Providers database. This will not cause a vital problem since the active 
pseudonym serial numbers are unique and independent of the user’s personal data. In 
real telecom operation, the active pseudonym serial number is mapped to specific 
service number. Even if the serial number of the active pseudonym is retrieved by others 
in error, what they will see is only a meaningless serial number. The active pseudonym 
is still unlinkable to the interaction pseudonym since the complete message M is not 
available. Though security protection for service providers is not the major focus of this 
discussion, it should be noted that without the authentication and authorization of the 
Internet Service Provider to execute a cross reference, user personal data are still 
protected. What should be emphasized is the use of a non-cheap active pseudonym 
instead of the cheap pseudonym.  

In order to eliminate the possibility for a malicious user to generate fake identities 
for fraud interactions, the non-cheap pseudonym is necessary to frame user behavior for 
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normal transaction purposes. If the malicious behavior of a specific interaction 
pseudonym is exposed, the reputation of the malicious user will be recorded in the 
non-cheap pseudonym. It will be difficult to eliminate a poor reputation unless the user 
discards their active pseudonym. The economic costs and refreshed reputation will be a 
deterrent to malicious use of the system. Once they discard the active pseudonym, they 
will have to absorb some economic punishment and restart their reputation, in order to 
obtain another active pseudonym.  

From the viewpoint of information control that considers privacy as the right to 
control access to one’s personal information, user privacy needs can be protected 
through our research design, which prevents unauthorized access to personal 
information. From the viewpoint of knowledge that considers privacy as the right to 
withhold certain facts from public knowledge, the user has the right to decide whether 
to reveal their knowledge, such as personal experiences and historical interaction 
records, to others. In addition to interaction-based experiences, users may determine 
whether to reveal the personal information since the personal information is defined as a 
selectable option when each interaction pseudonym is generated. As indicated in Figure 
6-4, the user has the right to determine whether to reveal their personal role attributes, 
or make public their task information for other nearby interaction pseudonyms. 
However, fundamental private information, such as real personal identity information, is 
under strict protection. Basic interaction parameters such as will-to-share experiences, 
participation style, or identity status for each identity are classified as public 
information accessible to nearby users in the ambient environment. 

 
Figure 6-4. A privacy enhancement Identity illustration for the Anonymizer. 
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6.3.3 Confidential reputation design 

Previous sections have considered the effect of the privacy protection design on the 
interaction pseudonyms, but it is likely that privacy protection may also involve the 
reputation management design. The confidential reputation design is intended to modify 
the current public reputation system design that separates the detailed transaction 
histories from the reputation score. The confidential reputation design uses a 
blind-signed scheme that keeps the evaluation target from being aware of the referee’s 
identity. The objectives of applying a blind-signed scheme to the reputation 
management design are twofold. The first goal is to hide the evaluator’s identity from 
the service provider, and prevent them from recognizing the relationship between a 
specific reputation score and its referee. The other is to authenticate whether the 
reputation records are valid and prevent possible forgery of reputations. 

Data authentication may be accomplished through application of the digital 
signature method. In addition to the one-way hash function, a digital signature based on 
a public cryptosystem can also provide the functionality for message authentication. The 
authenticity of a message, M, sent with a digital signature σs (M) signed by the sender s , 
can be verified by receiver with s ’s public key ks . The digital signature, while it serves 
the purpose of entity authentication, simultaneously provides integrity to the signed data, 
as a digital signature can also be used to verify that the information has not been altered 
after it is signed. A digital signature also provides functionality for non-repudiation – 
once a message is signed and delivered, the sender cannot deny the fact that they 
themselves sent the message. 

The reputation mechanism has faced two major problems in the current 
e-commerce environment: The first problem is the users may retaliate against the 
trading party if they receive a low reputation score. The second problem is even if the 
user is dissatisfied with the received service, they will flatter each other in order to 
obtain a good reputation score. The two problems occur for the same reason: a user can 
clearly comprehend that a particular reputation result has been received from a specific 
transaction and correlated to a particular trading partner. The previous design could 
neither prevent retaliation nor stop users from puffing up each other’s reputations. 
Moreover, this will make the reputation mechanism unfair and inefficient.  

To improve the reputation mechanism, our designs separate the reputation and 
corresponding transaction. Instead, trading parties receive a blind signed reputation 
token from each other, representing that either party has the right to give a reputation 
score for the transaction result. The reputation process is an optional action for each 
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transaction, and the evaluation result may not directly link to the correlated transaction 
and the referee’s identity, since it is a blind signed evaluation token. Referees will not 
have to worry about retaliation, since the content of the evaluation is hidden from the 
token signer.  

The blind signature makes it computationally impossible to map the received 
reputation token to original referee’s identity. Once the evaluation token is valid, the 
evaluation message will be aggregated with previous scores and integrated into the 
user’s current reputation score (Global Reputation). The general form of the revealed 
reputation data is only a summary. Directly linkable transaction data or detailed 
transaction contents of user reputation are not accessible. The blind-signed scheme of 
the reputation evaluation token ensures unlinkability between the Global Reputation and 
each individual transaction. The following scenario illustrates the four phases of how a 
blind-signed scheme works. 

 Scenario: Bob is the service provider and will sign the evaluation token blindly, 
Alice acts as the referee 

Bob’s system values: 

 (e; n) is his public key 

 d is his private key 

 n = p‧ q and ed≡1 mod ψ(n) 

 h(‧) is the one-way hash function. 

1. Blinding phase: 

The referee Alice has a message m, and requests the signer Bob to sign it. First, 
Alice randomly chooses a blinding factor b and computes m’ = be . h(m) mod n. Then, 
she sends m’ to Bob. 

2. Signing phase: 

After receiving m’ from Alice, Bob computes the s’ = (m’)d mod n, and returns it 
to Alice. 

3. Unblinding phase: 

After receiving the s’, Alice extracts the signature by the following equation: 

s = s’ . b-1 mod n  = (h(m))d 
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4. Verifying phase: 

Other users can verify validity of the signature by checking the equation se≡h(m) 
mod n. Only the signer can generate the blind signature without knowing the content of 
the message, while anyone can verify the validity of blind signature by using the 
signer's public key. 

As mentioned in Section 6.3, the three methods are integrated for privacy 
enhancement in the U-ATM system. The “Anonymizer” and “Unlinkability” are the 
major design concepts of the U-ATM privacy design in the ubiquitous e-service 
environment. However, the U-ATM privacy design did not work alone in supporting 
ubiquitous e-service environment. For example, the confidential reputation design of the 
U-ATM privacy methodology is closely related to the new reputation management 
design concept for ambient e-service environments. Advanced reputation management 
issues and the correspondent U-ATM reputation management design will be discussed 
in Chapter 7. 

6.4 Justification 

(Questionnaire on Personal Privacy Awareness) 

A pilot study of user perceived protection involved 38 college students, 24 students 
male and 14 female. All students had at least two years experience in network 
communications and understand the potential privacy invasion in an internet 
environment. The participants were divided into two groups 19 each. Each group was 
shown a future shopping mall scenario in an ambient e-service environment. We 
explained that users had to perform shopping activities in a risky environment that 
contained 50% honest and 50% malicious users. The operational interface we showed 
was the same for both groups, except for the availability of the identity protection 
design mechanism. Group 1 had a traditional permanent identity, under which users 
themselves can determine whether to reveal personal information to others. Group 2 
was given the multi-layered identity protection design that allows users to use multiple 
identities for various interactions. Based on the measures for perceived control in 
Rohrmann (1978) and Spiekermann (2005), we asked participants about the perceived 
power of information control and helplessness during privacy protection tasks. 68.4% of 
the participants in Group 1 reported that they would prefer to have some advanced 
protection mechanism for their identities. 84.2% of Group 2 participants reported that 
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they feel their identities are effectively protected by the identity protection design. For 
power of information control, no remarkable difference between two groups (80.2% and 
78.9%) was observed. Participants felt that they had the power of information control. 

For advanced survey of user perceived privacy protection, we invite another 160 
subjects who had at least two years experience in network communications and 
understand the potential privacy invasion in an internet environment. All subjects are 
college students including 65 female (40.6%) and 95 male (59.3%). A repeated 
measurement design is applied in this survey. The participants were split into two 
groups randomly. Two scenarios are shown to the subjects in different order. For 
Group1, first we present the U-ATM in shopping mall scenario and ask subjects to 
complete the questionnaire regarding user perceived privacy protection. The traditional 
privacy mechanism and correspondent privacy survey was offered to Group 1 subjects 
after they had completed the U-ATM perceived privacy protection survey. Opposite 
order was applied to Group 2, the traditional privacy mechanism was first presented to 
subjects then the U-ATM. The questionnaire is unfolded into 6 categories, including (1) 
Power, (2) Contingency, (3) Helplessness, (4) Choice, (5) Information Control, and (6) 
Ease-of-use. A Chinese version questionnaire can be found in Appendix.  

In order to ensure that variables in each proposed research construct were 
internally consistent, reliability assessment was carried out using Cronbach’s α. A 
value within the range of 0.6-0.8 is commonly accepted as implying that variables are 
internally related in the manner expected. The reliability statistics analysis and 
Item-total statistics were shown as Table 6-3 and Table 6-4. The internal consistency of 
the user perceived privacy protection for the test group proved to be good, as 
standardized inter-item reliability / Cronbach's alpha was 0.84. Item-total correlations 
ranged from 0.822 to 0.849. They indicated very good levels of differentiation, thus 
showing that the questions were appropriate. 

Table 6-3. Reliability statistics 
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Table 6-4. Item-total statistics 

 

We use the Paired Samples T Test to examine the two privacy enhance 
technologies (the “I” represents U-ATM and “P” represents Traditional Privacy 
mechanism), statistics analysis result are shown as following tables. The Paired Samples 
T Test compares the means of two variables. It computes the difference between the two 
variables for each case, and tests to see if the average difference is significantly different 
from zero. 

Null Hypothesis: There is no significant difference between the means of the two 
variables. 

Alternate Hypothesis: There is a significant difference between the means of the 
two variables. 

First, the descriptive statistics for both variables are shown as Table 6-5. For 
U-ATM mean scores are higher in 4 variables: “Power”, “Contingency”, “Choice”, and 
“Information Control”. The correlations between the two variables are shown as Table 
6-6. There are weak correlations between those variables. 
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Table 6-5. Paired Sample Statistics 

 

Table 6-6. Paired Samples Correlations 

 

Paired Samples T Test is based on the difference between the two variables. The 
results of the Paired Samples T Test were shown as Table 6-7, which indicate the 
descriptive statistics for the difference between the two variables. The significance of 
Pair 1 (Power) is 0.000. The significance of Pair 2 (Contingency) is 0.000. The 
significance of Pair 3 (Helplessness) is 0.000. The significance of Pair 4 (Choice) is 
0.000. The significance of Pair 5 (Information Control) is 0.012. The significance of 
Pair 6 (Ease-of-use) is 0.789. If the significance value is less than 0.01, there is a highly 
significant difference. If the significance value is greater than 0.01, there is no highly 
significant difference. For those significance values between 0.01 and 0.05, if the 
significance value is less than 0.05, there is also a significant difference. If the 
significance value is greater than 0.05, there is no significant difference. 

From Table 6-7, we can see that there are highly significant differences between 
U-ATM and traditional privacy mechanism in 4 variables, including: Power, 
Contingency, Helplessness, and Choice. The U-ATM design did help user improve the 
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perceived privacy protection successfully. For the variable regarding “Information 
Control”, there are still significant difference between U-ATM and traditional privacy 
mechanism. However, we can see that the significance value regarding “Easy-of-use” is 
not even close to significance. There is no difference between U-ATM and traditional 
privacy mechanism for user perceived easy-of-use. 

Table 6-7. Paired Samples Test 
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